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Abstract
This study utilized a construct validation approach to the empirical assessment of
the Arabic version of the Academic Delay of Gratification Scale (ADOGS). A construct
validation approach utilized both within-network and between-network constructs
validation in two samples of Egyptian adolescents. For the within-network construct
validation, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) revealed that the single factor model of
the ADOGS had adequate fit to the data of both sample, whereas the hierarchical, the
correlated two-factor, the uncorrelated (orthogonal) two-factor models, and the threefactor model did not. Multigroup CFAs revealed full gender invariance for the ADOGS
unidimensional model in both samples. A latent mean analysis showed consistent
gender differences on the ADOGS in the females’ direction when males and females
were compared within both samples. The ADOGS correlated positively with liking,
importance, expectancy, and utility but negatively with negative consequences, and
time/effort for the delay versus non-delay alternatives in both samples. The ADOGS
correlated positively with academic achievement in both samples but not with selfreported social desirability in either sample.
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Introduction
Beginning in the late-1960s and continuing into the early
1970s, Walter Mischel et al. [1,2] have conducted a series of
studies, known as the Stanford marshmallow experiment, to
measure children’s willpower to defer gratification. In these
experiments, a preschooler would be given two marshmallows
if she waited until the researcher returned to the room after
finishing a task and one marshmallow if she could not wait and
rang a bell to call the researcher back to the room at any time.
The length of time individual children waited until ringing the
bell was taken as a measure of their ability to delay gratification.
According to Mischel et al. [3-5], delay of gratification represents
people’s attempts to delay an attractive, immediately obtainable
goal (e.g., get one marshmallow immediately) in order to pursue
long-range objectives (e.g., wait for few minutes and get two
marshmallows). Delay of gratification has been conceived as an
ability or competence [5] that children develop over time and
as a relatively stable generalized disposition [6]. Furthermore,
various methods have been used to manipulate and measure
delay of gratification with older populations including Q-sorts
[7] that involve persons ordering a series of statements about
themselves, and surveys. Survey items are designed to present
choices that were representative of adults’ experiences rather
than the reward size options offered to young children in the
Stanford marshmallow experiment [1,2]. For example, Ray &
Najman’s [8] Deferment of Gratification Questionnaire (DGQ)
assessed students’ general disposition to delay gratification
(e.g., ‘‘Are you good at saving your money rather than spending
it straight away?’’) [9]. developed the Multidimensional Delay of
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Gratification (MDG) scale that targeted broad academic-related
issues (e.g., ‘‘Rent an expensive apartment, or save money for later
after graduation’’).

Academic delay of gratification

From an academic perspective, many students strive to remain
goal oriented and committed to tasks while facing distractions
that are typical features of learning contexts. These distractions
may include turning to more enjoyable activities such as going
out to party with friends, doing shopping, and going to cinema or
theatre. Because remaining goal oriented and committed to tasks
often involve foregoing an attractive, immediately obtainable goal
(e.g., going to a party) in order to pursue long-range academic
objectives (e.g., obtain a high score on a test), this process can
be linked to delay of gratification [1]. Bembenutty & Karabenick
[10] defined academic delay of gratification as “students’
postponement of immediately available opportunities to satisfy
impulses in favor of pursuing chosen important academic rewards
or goals that are temporally remote but ostensibly more valuable.”

The Academic Delay of Gratification Scale (ADOGS)

Following the approach of Pintrich and his colleagues [11,12],
Bembenutty & Karabenick [13] developed the Academic Delay of
Gratification Scale (ADOGS) to assess individuals’ tendencies to
delay gratification within specific academic situations rather than
a general personality trait. In developing the ADOGS, Bembenutty
& Karabenick constructed an item pool of 16 items by borrowing
some items from the MDG scale [9] and generating several new
items. The 16 items presented a choice between two alternatives
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according to three main criteria. First, each item presented
one immediately available alternative and another academic
alternative that could be obtained after a delay interval. Second,
selecting the delayed academic alternative presumably increased
the probability of long-term academic success. However, selecting
the competing alternative produced immediate gratification but
diminished the probability of long-term academic achievement.
Third, the delayed academic alternative should be considered
more valuable by the students than the immediately available
alternative. A principle component analysis with varimax
rotation of responses from 180 undergraduates on the 16-items
scale retained one factor with 10-items (i.e., academic delay of
gratification). Six items were deleted because their item-total
correlations were substantially low. Herndon [14] replicated the
findings of Bembenutty & Karabenick [13] using a sample of 319
middle school students and demonstrated that the ADOGS is a 10item unidimensional measure. In another study, Bembenutty &
Karabenick [10] reported that a principal component analysis with
varimax rotation of responses from 194 undergraduates on the
ADOGS retained two factors. The first factor consisted of six items
(Items 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8) that presented choices between academic
and non-social alternative activities (e.g., missing class because of
nice weather). The second factor consisted of four items (Items
2, 7, 9, 10) that presented choices between academic and social
alternative activities (e.g., study little to spend more time with
friends). Despite evidence of multidimensionality, Bembenutty
and Karabenick treated the ADOGS as a unidimenional scale
because the level of internal consistency did not support the
use of subscales. Several studies have examined the validity of
the factorial structure of the translated versions of the ADOGS
[13]. For example, Villarroel [15] analyzed the responses from
120 undergraduates on the Spanish version of the ADOGS using
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). He reported that a hierarchical
factor model that assumes the two correlated ﬁrst-order factors
(academic versus non-social activities and academic versus social
activities) reflected a single; second-order factor of academic
delay of gratification fitted the data adequately. King & Du [32]
found that a CFA of responses from 187 undergraduates on the
Chinese version of the ADOGS showed that the unidimensional
model fitted the data well only after correlating the error terms of
Item 1 and Item 4 because both items share similar content (i.e.,
forgoing social events). A multigroup CFA demonstrated that the
model was invariant across gender. Arabzadeh et al. [17] reported
that a CFA of responses from 600 high school students on the
Persian version of the ADOGS showed that a unidimensional
model fitted the data well for the whole sample as well as for
males and females separately. The authors did not report any
findings on the invariance of the ADOGS across gender. More
recently, Ganotice & King [18] tested three alternative models
of the Filipino version of ADOGS: (a) a global one-factor model
that assumes all items reﬂect a single general academic delay
of gratification factor, (2) a correlated two-factor model (i.e.,
academic and non-social alternative activities versus academic
and social alternative activities), and (3) a three factor model
wherein Factor 1 (academic vs. social alternatives) contained
items 8 and 9; Factor 2 (academic vs. non-social alternatives)
contained items 1, 3, 5, 6, and Factor 3 (reversed items) contained
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the two reversed items (items 2 and 7). Although the three models
showed good fit to the data from 425 high school students, the
authors supported the one factor model for parsimony purposes.
The ADOGS showed partial invariance for the one-factor model
across gender (Item 6 showed noninvariance) and complete
invariance across year level.

Gender differences on the ADOGS

With respect to gender differences on the ADOGS, Bembenutty
& Karabenick [10] reported that female college students had
higher levels of academic delay of gratification than their male
counterparts. Likewise, Bembenutty [19] found that minority
females had higher levels of academic delay of gratification than
Caucasian males in a sample of college students. Bembenutty
[20] reported that gender was a significant predictor of academic
delay of gratification of college students with female students
reporting higher levels of academic delay of gratification than
their male counterparts. Villarroel [15], using a sample of Spanish
undergraduates, found that females reported higher levels of
academic delay of gratification than their male counterparts.
In contrast, Bembenutty [21] found nonsignificant gender
differences in academic delay of gratification in a sample of
undergraduates. He also reported that the interaction effect
between ethnicity and gender with regard to academic delay of
gratification was not statistically significant.

Academic delay of gratification and motivational
determinants

One important framework that proves to be helpful in
explaining learners’ preferences for diverse alternatives of action
in an academic delay of gratification situation is the expectancyvalue theory [22-24]. In this theory, achievement outcomes,
such as task performance and future aspirations, are primarily
influenced by internalized perceptions of outcome expectancies
and value of specific tasks or domains. The expectancy component
corresponds to beliefs about one’s own competence and selfefficacy. The value component refers to the reasons for engaging
in a specific task and includes four principal components:
attainment value, intrinsic value, utility value, and cost.
Attainment value is defined as the personal importance of doing
well on a task, whereas intrinsic value refers to the enjoyment an
individual gets from performing an activity, or to the subjective
interest an individual has in a subject or activity. Utility value
is determined by how well a task or domain relates to current
and future goals, such as career goals and academic aspirations.
Finally, cost is conceptualized in terms of the negative aspects
of engaging in a task, such as performance anxiety and fear of
both failure and success, as well as the amount of effort needed
to succeed and the lost opportunities that result from making a
choice rather than another [22-25]. Mischel [26] has assessed
motivational determinants of delay of gratification, such as the
relevance, value, and expectancy for an immediate reward versus
delayed reward options. His research has suggested that students’
willingness to delay gratification depends upon the relative value
placed on the competing alternatives. In addition, students’ choice
to delay gratification depends upon their expected likelihood of
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successful performance, given that they devote their time to this
academic goal instead of a more immediate reward. Bembenutty
and his colleagues [10-27] have demonstrated a relationship
between academic delay of gratification and several motivational
determinants. For example, Bembenutty [27] found that college
students were more likely to engage in academic delay of
gratification when they liked the delay alternative, considered the
delay alternative more important than the non-delay alternatives,
and had higher expectations that the delay alternative would
provide better outcomes than the non-delay alternatives. Further,
after controlling for gender, importance of the delay alternative
versus immediate alternative was a significant predictor of
academic delay of gratification.

Academic delay
achievement

of

gratification

and

academic

There is compelling research evidence that individual
differences in children’s delay preferences are associated with
subsequent higher academic achievement, intelligence, and
the need for achievement [1-5]. Bembenutty & Karabenick [10]
reported that academic delay of gratification correlated positively
with expected and obtained final course grades in a sample of
college students. Bembenutty [19] found a positive relationship
between academic delay of gratification and final course grade for
Caucasian males and females college students. Bembenutty [20]
demonstrated that the positive relationship between academic
delay of gratification and academic achievement held even after
controlling for the effect students’ rating of the course, expected
grade, and degree of interest, importance, and utility of the
academic task.

Academic delay of gratification and social desirability

The society, in general, expects students to become responsible
for their academic achievement and strive to remain goal oriented
and committed to tasks for the sake of long-term valuable
outcomes while facing distractions that are typical features of
learning contexts [10]. In line with these expectations, individuals
learn that certain kinds of responses are more desirable and that
others are less desirable. The desirability of behaving within the
confines set out by one’s larger group is dependent on the strength
of societal pressures with which one is confronted through his
or her learning experiences. A possible effect of these societal
pressures is that one will tend to omit the undesirable responses
or check the more favorable responses on a self-reported
measure [28]. Given this notion, it is not clear whether students’
responses to the ADOGS items are free of social desirability and
as such these responses reflect students’ true levels of tendency
to delay gratification, or whether these responses are affected by
the students’ tendency to respond in a socially desirable manner
and as such these responses are an artifact methodology of social
desirability bias.

Aims and rationale of the present study

There have been several calls in recent years for researchers
within the area of educational and psychological assessment
to be more sensitive to the cultural context [29,30]. The
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cultural variation in construing human behavior becomes more
important for the study of academic delay of gratification because
some cultures may be more conducive of academic delayed
gratification than others. This may be true because cultures
differ in the educational opportunities offered to students, the
available attractive alternative activities that are typical features
of learning contexts, and the values associated with delaying
immediately available opportunities in favor of pursuing chosen
important academic goals. For example, in societies with stronger
collectivistic values, students have greater filial allegiances [31]
that result in stronger pressures for high academic performance
and academic delay of gratification [32]. Furthermore, we know
little about the propensity of academic delay of gratification
behavior among native Egyptian adolescents because the number
of studies conducted using the ADOGS is limited. It is possible
that the paucity of research on academic delay of gratification on
Egyptian adolescents has, in part, been due to the lack of Arabic
language measures with acceptable psychometric properties and
also to the fact that many Egyptian adolescents do not have an
adequate command of the English language for the use of English
language questionnaires. Thus, there is a lack of an even more
rapidly applicable and reliable measures of academic delay of
gratification in the Arabic-speaking context; a tool not only valid
but also useful for providing information about adolescents’
academic delay of gratification. Doing so, it is also possible to
facilitate and promote academic delay of gratification research
with Arabic-speaking adolescents. In fact, the lack of Arabiclanguage measures with acceptable psychometric properties
of academic delay of gratification could have several important
implications. First, there are limited normative data to make
clinical assessments of non-English speakers. Second, possible
construct differences, interpretation problems, and response
biases might have important effects on responses to questionnaires
that are not written in the respondent’s first language. Third, it
is not possible to make reliable comparisons across cultures or
to compare individuals within certain cultures if standardized
instruments are unavailable or if different instruments are used
in each culture. In line with this argument, the validity of the
ADOGS [10-13] needs to be assessed in a non-Western context
because it is possible that some instruments developed in the
West might not work properly in non-Western settings due to
cultural differences [29,30]. Specifically, the present study adopts
a construct validation approach to the empirical assessment of
the ADOGS. A construct validation approach utilizes both withinnetwork and between-network constructs validation. Withinnetwork construct validation explores the internal structure of a
construct by employing statistical techniques such as exploratory
factor analysis, CFA, and reliability analysis. On the other hand,
the between-network validation approach explores the patterns
of relationships between the construct and other theoretically
related constructs by utilizing statistical techniques such as
correlation, regression, or path analysis [22]. Thus, the aim of the
present study is twofold:
a. To explore the within-network validity of the ADOGS by
examining the consistency of item means and variances, item
distributional properties, corrected item-total correlations,
reliability coefficients with respective deletion of items,
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congeneric CFA loadings, the invariance of the ADOGS
factorial structure across gender, and gender differences in
conceptualizing academic delay of gratification.

b. To establish the between-network validity of the ADOGS
by examine the relationship among academic delay of
gratification, motivational determinants for the delay versus
non-delay alternatives, academic achievement, and social
desirability using correlation analysis.

The results from this study can contribute to the body of
literature on academic delay of gratification by providing strong
and necessary empirical evidence of construct, discriminant,
and criterion-related validity, as well as validity of inferences
regarding gender differences for Bembenutty & Karabenick’s
[13] model of academic delay of gratification as articulated via
the ADOGS. This study focuses on Egyptian adolescents because
one of the main challenges encountered by adolescents is to
resist temptations of non-academic alternatives and remain goal
oriented and committed to academic tasks [10-33]. In addition,
Egypt represents a collectivistic Middle Eastern country that has
recently operated extensive development programs in education.
There are some meaningful characteristics that might strengthen
the cross-gender utility of the measurement model of academic
delay of gratification as described in the ADOGS. Egypt is more
open to the Western culture and is typically more liberal compared
to many other Arab countries. The Egyptian culture provides
adolescents with chances to test and develop their masculine and
feminine social roles [34,35].

Methods

Participants
Sample 1: A total of 450 Egyptian students (235 males and
215 females) from four public secondary schools in El-Minia
governorate in Egypt participated in this study. The public
education system in Egypt consists of basic education stage for
those 4 to 14 years old (primary school for 6 years and preparatory
school for 3 years), a secondary stage is for 3 years, for those ages
15 to 17, and the tertiary level. All participant students were in
their first year. All schools were from metropolitan areas and
had single-gender populations (two female schools and two male
schools). The mean sample ages were 16.29 (SD = .75) and 16.43
(SD = .54) for boys and girls, respectively. Only students with
complete data were retained for this study. The percentage of
students who had incomplete data was 2%. Those students left
several items blank on the ADOGS. The analysis of demographic
data showed that all participant students were from the same
ethnic background and that 98% of them were from working
and lower class. Arabic was the native language of all participant
students.
Sample 2: A total of 410 Egyptian students (215 males and
195 females) from four public secondary schools in El-Minia
governorate in Egypt participated in this study. All participant
students were in their second year. All schools were from
metropolitan areas and had single-gender populations (two
female schools and two male schools). The mean sample ages
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were 16.12 (SD = .48) and 16.25 (SD = .60) for boys and girls,
respectively. Only students with complete data were retained for
this study. The percentage of students who had incomplete data
was 3%. Those students left several items blank on the ADOGS.
The analysis of demographic data showed that all participant
students were from the same ethnic background and that 99% of
them were from working and lower class. Arabic was the native
language of all participant students. A 2 × 2 chi-square test with
Yates’s continuity correction revealed that the percentage of
gender did not differ across both samples, χ2(1, N = 860) = .002, p
> 0.852, Phi ( ) effect size = .002.

Measurements

Academic delay of gratification
Bembenutty & Karabenick [10] developed the 10-item ADOGS
to assess college students’ tendencies to delay gratification within
specific academic situations. For each situation, the students
first rated their preference for an option that offered immediate
gratification such as “Miss several classes to accept an invitation
for a very interesting trip” or a delay gratification option such
as “Delay going on the trip until the course is over.” Students
responded to each item on a 4-point scale: Definitely choose A;
Probably choose A; Probably choose B, or Definitely Choose B. The
possible scores for the scale ranged from 10 to 40. Higher scores
were thus indicative of greater of academic delay of gratification.
The authors, working without referencing to the English version
of the ADOGS, independently translated ADOGS from English into
Arabic using the back-translation method. Two other qualified
translators, working without referencing to the English version of
the ADOGS, independently compared the original English version
of the ADOGS to the new English version that was translated back
from Arabic, and rated the match between the two versions on
a scale of 0 or 1. A score of zero represented no match, whereas
a score of 1 represented perfect match. The average percentage
of match was 98 % which could be considered highly acceptable
[36]. Furthermore, interobserver agreement was calculated using
SPSS 22.0 Crosstabs function, which produces a Kappa statistic
for level of agreement. According to Cohen [37], Kappa values lie
between ‐1.00 and 1.00, with zero indicating chance agreement,
positive values indicating greater than chance agreement, and
negative values indicating less than chance agreement. Landis
& Koch [38] categorized Kappa values from 0.41 to 0.60 as
moderate and values above .60 as substantial levels of agreement.
The interobserver agreement Kappa value for the ADOGS was .76
which indicated high levels of interobserver agreement.

Motivational determinants

Students were asked to report how strongly they agree or
disagree with statements that describe motivation-related
features of the delayed and immediately-available alternatives.
These motivational-related features were as follows: Liking (e.g.,
‘‘This is something that I would like to do’’); Importance (e.g., ‘‘This
is something that is important to me’’); Expectancy (e.g., ‘‘This is
something that would help me to achieve my academic goals’’);
Utility (e.g., ‘‘This is something that can be useful to me’’), Negative
Consequences (e.g., ‘‘This is something that can have negative
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consequences to me’’), and Time/Effort (e.g., ‘‘This is something
that can be costly in time or effort to me). Students responded
to all items of the Motivational Determinants Scale (MDS) on a
4-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to
4 (Strongly agree). Difference scores between motivation for the
delay and immediate preferences were obtained by subtracting
responses to the immediate alternative from the delay alternative
for the six items (e.g., liking of the delay alternative minus liking
for the immediate alternative = difference in liking). Higher scores
were thus indicative of greater liking, importance, expectancy,
utility, negative consequences, and time/effort for the delay
versus non-delay alternatives.

Academic achievement

Students’ academic achievement scores were obtained from
their school records at the end of the academic year. These were
the courses aggregated total scores, that is, the sum of on-course
assignments and midterm and final examinations scores and were
expressed as percentage.

Social desirability

Morad & Al-Kaabi [39] translated the Marlowe–Crowne Social
Desirability Scale–Short Form C [40] from English into Arabic
using samples of high school students from Egypt, Algeria, and
Oman. This is a 13-item single-factor measure. An example of
the scale items is “It is sometimes hard for me to go on with my
work if I am not encouraged.” Students responded to each item on
dichotomous yes-no scale. A yes response was assigned a score
of 1, indicating social desirability. A no response was assigned a
score of 0, indicating a socially undesirable response. The possible
scores for the scale ranged from 0 to 13. Higher scores were thus
indicative of greater of social desirability.

Procedure

Approval was obtained to conduct the research investigation
at the schools prior to data collection. Students were recruited
to participate in the present study during their normal classes at
their schools. All students gave assent by signing a consent form
prior to their participation in the present study that they are
willing to respond to the ADOGS, the MDS, and the MCSDS-Short
Form C. The consent form also indicated that participant students
agree that their end-of academic year achievement scores can be
obtained from their school records. Students first responded to
the ADOGS, then the MDS, and finally the MCSDS-Short Form C.
The three measures were administered by trained experimenters
according to standardized instructions. Students were informed
that participation is voluntary and that confidentiality of their
answers would prevail at all times. Only certain classes in each
school participated in the present study depending on students’
classroom schedules on the day and time of the administration
of the measures. Apparently, the items of the Arabic version of
the ADOGS were within the age-equivalent reading level of the
Egyptian adolescents because they did not indicate any difficulty
understanding their content. Students completed the three
measures in 20 to 30 minutes. Students’ academic achievement
scores were obtained from students’ school records at the end of
the academic year.
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Overview of the statistical analysis
Factorial structure
CFA was used to test five alternative factorial structures of the
ADOGS as suggested in previous studies:
a. a global one-factor model that assumes all items reﬂect a
single general academic delay of gratification factor [13-18].

b. A correlated two factor model of academic versus social
alternatives activities (Factor 1) and academic versus nonsocial alternative activities (Factor 2) [10-18].
c. An uncorrelated two factor model of academic versus nonsocial alternatives activities and academic versus social
alternative activities, implying an orthogonal solution [10].

d. A hierarchical model that assumes the two correlated ﬁrstorder factors (academic versus non-social activities and
academic versus social activities) reflected a single, secondorder factor of academic delay of gratification [15].

e. A three factor model wherein Factor 1 (academic vs. social
alternatives) contained items 8 and 9; Factor 2 (academic vs.
non-social alternatives) contained items 1, 3, 5, 6, and Factor
3 (reversed items) contained the two reversed items (items
2 and 7) [18].

By comparing our hypothesized one-factor model with
alternative models, we can be more confident of which model
fits the data best. In the present study, Sample one was used to
modify the model post hoc and the Sample 2 sample was used
to cross-validate the model a priori to avoid being misled by the
unique characteristics of a single sample [19]. Several absolute
and relative goodness-of-fit indexes were used to evaluate each
model’s goodness-of-fit to the data. Absolute fit indices included
Chi-square (χ2), Standardized Root Mean-Square Residual (SRMR),
and Root-Mean-Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA). Relative
fit indices included Comparative Fit Index (CFI) and Nonnormed
Fit Index (NNFI). When modeling normally distributed data,
SRMR values of approximately .08 or below, RMSEA values of
approximately .06 or below, CFI values of approximately .95 or
above, and NNFI of approximately .95 or higher suggest adequate
model-data fit [20-44]. Because the χ2 is sensitive to sample
size, Hoelter [22] recommended reporting the χ2/df ratio and
suggested that ratios below 2.0 indicate a reasonable ﬁt.

Measurement invariance

A decision was made a prior to follow a protocol for the steps of
conducting the analysis of measurement invariance based on how
the results of the analysis came out at each step in the process.
If the same CFA model fits the data from the Egyptian samples
well and fits statistically and significantly better than alternative
models, additional invariance tests will be conducted to determine
if the measure is functioning differentially across the two samples.
If, however, a different structure is supported across the two
samples, additional invariance testing will not be completed
and the focus will turn instead to examine these differences in
structure. The invariance testing process involves several steps in
which increasingly restrictive levels of measurement invariance
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are explored. Four levels of measurement invariance will be
tested in the following order:
a. Configural invariance.
b. Metric invariance.
c. Scalar invariance.

d. Latent mean analysis [48-60].

I. Configural invariance: Configural invariance tests whether
the same basic factor structure holds for the two groups. This
level of invariance tests only the overall structure: whether
the same number of factors is relevant and whether the same
items are salient to each factor across groups (i.e., same
pattern of fixed and freed loadings). This model then served
as a baseline model for comparisons with more restricted
models.

II. Metric invariance: Metric invariance can be tested-if
configural invariance is established- by constraining the
matrix of factor loadings to be invariant across groups. Metric
invariance is met if the strength of the relations between each
item and its associated factor are equivalent across groups.
If metric invariance is supported, one can conclude that the
two groups of interest are interpreting the items in the same
way. A lack of metric invariance may imply that some items
are more important to the construct for one group than for
the other. When full metric invariance is not established, the
researcher can determine the source of the noninvariance by
freeing, progressively, the loadings in the baseline model for
items across the groups, until a final partial metric invariance
model is obtained. This final partial metric invariance model
will have only those items with equal loadings constrained
equally across the groups. When a few items are found to be
noninvariant, meaningful cross-group comparisons can still
be performed because few items will not heavily influence
such comparisons [46].

III. Scalar invariance: Scalar invariance tests the equality of
intercept term by imposing an equality constraint on the
intercepts of the items found to have invariant factor loadings
(i.e., metric invariance). At this step, one is essentially testing
to see whether the two groups use the response scale in a
similar way.

For instance, a student from Sample 1 and a student form
Sample 2 with the same latent level of academic delay of
gratification should choose the same response option for an
academic delay of gratification item if the academic delay of
gratification item does in fact represent academic delay of
gratification and functions similarly across the two samples.
Scalar invariance is important because it must be satisfied before
interpreting mean differences between the groups. If this initial
model is not supported, the source of the non-invariance can be
explored, using a similar strategy to that described for testing
partial metric invariance. The final partial scalar invariance
model can be revised appropriately to test for invariance in latent
means. In general, for testing invariance for the structural model
it is necessary for at least one item to show scalar invariance in
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addition to the loadings that are equal due to their being fixed at
unity (e.g., 1) for identification purposes [47]. Because each of the
increasingly constrained invariance models is nested within the
previous models, the change in fit will be assessed by comparing
fit indices from one step to the next. Typically, model comparisons
are made by examining the change in χ2 relative to the change in
the degrees of freedom of the two compared models [46]. However,
additional indices have been recommended for comparing nested
models. Therefore, in addition to the difference in χ2 (Δχ2), the
change in model fit will be assessed by examining the change
in the CFI index (ΔCFI). Decreases of .01 or less in the CFI index
will be interpreted to suggest invariance at that step [48]. In the
present study, the ΔCFI test was given more weight whenever
there was disagreement between the conclusions of the Δχ2 test
and the ΔCFI test. According to Byrne [45], this is an arbitrary
decision and rests solely with each individual researcher. However,
Cheung & Rensvold [48], in a Monte Carlo study of 20 different fit
indices, reported that like the χ2 test, Δχ2 test is also susceptible
to sample size and/or model complexity and has less value in
making practical decisions about measurement invariance. They
also, reported that ΔCFI ≤ 0.01, was the best indication of support
of measurement invariance. Wu et al. [49] has described Cheung
& Rensvold’s [48] findings as “ the most justifiable theoretically or
empirically to date.” (p.9)

IV. Latent mean analysis: If configural, metric, and scalar
invariance were supported, one is able to estimate latent
mean differences and effect sizes [49]. Byrne et al. [48]
proposed that latent means can still be compared under
partial intercept invariance assuming that the latent means
will not be affected by noninvariant intercepts to a great
extent. A structured means modeling approach was chosen
over multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) because
in MANOVA, group differences are assessed on the linear
composites of measured variables while including the
measurement error of variables in the composite. On the
other hand, structural equation modeling approaches allow
for the use of theoretically error-free constructs in tests of
group differences. Therefore, they are more powerful than
MANOVA approaches as they parse out the measurement
error [51].
Correlational analysis: We used Pearson’s correlation to
examine the relationships among academic delay of gratification,
motivational determinants, academic achievement, and social
desirability.

Results

Data screening
Means, standard deviations, skewness, kurtosis, and item-total
correlations of the ADOGS items for males and females within
Sample 1 and Sample 2 are summarized in Table 1. Based on the
analyses conducted using the DeCarlo [52] macro, there were no
significant multivariate outliers. The variance inflation factor and
the tolerance values were 2.33 and .96 respectively, suggesting
that there was no significant multicollinearity in the data.
Normality was assessed both univariately and multivariately.
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Absolute values of skewness and kurtosis larger than 2 and 7,
respectively, might imply a lack of univariate normality [53].
Table 1 shows that the values of univariate skew and kurtosis
of all variables were within acceptable ranges, suggesting that
the data have normal univariate distributions. The multivariate
kurtosis equaled 2.23. Whereas there is no standard cutoff for this
index, Kline [54] recommended that multivariate normality can
be assumed if this value is less than 3. Given that the data appear
normally distributed at univariate and multivariate levels, the full
information maximum likelihood estimation was used to analyze
the variance–covariance matrices and estimate model parameters
and obtain fit indexes in all CFA analyses [45]. The AMOS 7.0
program [55] was used to run all analyses (Table 1).

Factorial structure
CFA results, summarized in Table 2, showed that the
unidimensional model had a close fit to the data of both Egyptian
samples. The item loadings for Sample 1 ranged from .65 to .78
and the error terms ranged from .33 to .44. The item loadings
for Sample 2 ranged from .61 to .74 and the error terms ranged
from .35 to .43. However, the correlated two-factor model, the
uncorrelated (orthogonal) two factor model, the hierarchical
model, and three factor model had goodness-of-fit statistics that
indicated inadequate fit to the data of both samples. These findings
support the unidimensionality of the ADOGS. The unidimensional
model of the ADOGS was used in further analyses (Table 2).

Table 1 :Descriptive statistics of the 10-items of the ADOGS by gender and sample.
Items

Gender

Mean

SD

Skewness

Kurtosis

Item-Total Correlations

Males

2.62

0.36

-0.37

1.26

0.7

Males

3.15

0.16

0.47

1.55

0.59

0.34

-0.77

0.5

.1.10

Sample 1 (α = .85)
Item 1
Item 2
Item 3
Item 4
Item 5
Item 6
Item 7
Item 8
Item 9
Item 10

Sample 2 (α = .87)
Item 1
Item 2
Item 3
Item 4

Females
Females
Males

Females
Males

Females
Males

2.51
2.93
2.75
2.63
2.81
2.45
2.5

Females

2.62

Females

3.45

Females

2.36

Males
Males
Males

Females
Males

Females
Males

3.3

2.22
2.68
2.89
3.11
3.35
2.9

0.27
0.22
0.67
0.41
0.34
0.78
0.73

0.42
0.55
0.46

Females

-70

0.4

0.8

0.67

1.31

0.71
0.72
0.75
0.67
0.65
0.75
0.73
0.68
0.66
0.64
0.63
0.66
0.65
0.73
0.7

1.15

0.71

0.45

0.69

0.74

1.3

1.23

0.73

0.3

1.25

0.57

0.53

0.72

1.23

0.66

0.7

0.73

-0.39

3.36

0.75

-0.35

0.31
0.64

1.22

0.22
0.55

2.33
3.2

0.76

-1.04

0.29

0.31

0.24

0.23

Males

-0.97

1.44
-0.41

2.64
2.52

0.66

0.37

Males
Males

1.3

0.54

1.22

0.39

Females

1.23

0.68

1.37

2.39
2.46

-0.44

1.68

0.47

Males

Females

0.45

0.74

1.41

2.67
2.19

0.55

1.12

-0.56

Females
Females

0.3

0.39
0.32
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0.75
1.3

0.6

-0.85

1.29

1.4

-0.93
1.53

0.74
0.73
0.69
0.76
0.77
0.69
0.66
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Item 5

Males

2.59

Males

2.99

Males

3.14

Females

Item 6

Females

Item 7

Females
Males

Item 8

Females

Item 10

Females
Males

0.6

0.39

0.49

3.18

0.48

3.45

1.1

0.66

0.46

0.6

1.38

1.37

0.73

0.29

0.76

2.75

0.66
0.52
0.46

2.41

0.63

1.22

3.11

2.63

0.45

0.55

0.33

0.65

2.58

Females

0.52

2.3

3.38

Males

Item 9

0.3

0.34

1.3

0.61
0.69

1.53

0.24

0.65
0.64

0.64

0.75

0.57

1.19

0.73

1.52

1.26

0.72

1.4

0.44

0.75

0.98

0.53

0.67

0.92

0.7

Note. N= 450 (235 males and 215 females) and 410 (215 males and 195 females) for Sample 1 and Sample 2 respectively.

Table 2: Goodness-of-fit statistics for four alternative measurement models of the ADOGS across Sample 1 and Sample 2.
Model

One-factor model
Correlated two-factor model
Uncorrelated two-factor model
Hierarchal model
Three factor model

Sample

χ2 (df)

df

χ2 /df

SRMR

RMSEA

CFI

NNFI

Sample 1

63.69

35

1.81

0.04

.04 (CI: .02-.07)

0.97

0.98

Sample 1

114.88

34

3.37

0.12

.15 (CI: .09-.19)

0.88

0.87

Sample 1

145.36

Sample 2
Sample 2
Sample 2
Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 1
Sample 2

57.24

122.82
131.73
145.36
131.73
165.22
152.13

35
34
35
35
34
34
32
32

1.63
3.61
4.15
3.76
4.27
3.87
5.16
4.75

0.04
0.14
0.16
0.17
0.14
0.16
0.18
0.16
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.03 (CI: .01-.05)
.14 (CI: .08-.18)
.22 (CI: .15-.28)
.19 (CI: .12-.25)
.14 (CI: .10-.19)
.13 (CI: .08-.19)
.16 (CI: .10-.21)
.17 (CI: .12-.24)

0.97
0.89
0.77
0.75
0.75

0.98
0.89
0.81
0.82
0.8

0.75

0.79

0.72

0.73

0.73

0.75

Note. N= 450 and 410 for Sample 1 and Sample 2 respectively. CI represents 90% confidence interval. SRMR: Standardized Root Mean Square Residual; RMSEA: Root Mean
Square Error of Approximation; CFI: Comparative Fit Index; NNFI: Nonnormed Fit Index

Gender invariance

Tests for measurement invariance were conducted across
gender within each sample (i.e., Sample 1 males were compared
with Sample1 females and Sample 2 males were compared
with Sample 2 females) to examine the generalizability of the
unidimensional model of the ADOGS across gender in Sample 1
to Sample 2.
Sample 1

a. Configural invariance: Table 3 shows that the ADOGS model
fit the data reasonably well for males and females across both
Sample 1 and Sample 2.

b. Metric invariance: We tested a model in which the item
loadings on their designated factor were constrained to be
equal for males and females. Table 3 shows that the difference
between the unconstrained model and the constrained model
was not significant. Also, the change in the CFI was less than
the cutoff score of .01.

c. Scalar invariance: We tested scalar invariance by
constraining the intercepts of all items of the ADOGS. Table 3
shows that the difference between the unconstrained model
and the constrained model was not significant. The change in
the CFI was less than the cutoff score of .01.

d. Latent mean analysis: In latent mean analysis, the mean
of a latent variable cannot be estimated directly. However,
it is possible to estimate the difference between the means
of a latent variable across groups by fixing one of these
means to zero in one of the groups (i.e., the reference group).
Accordingly, the estimated value of the latent mean in the
other group indicates the latent mean difference between
the two groups. The significance test for the latent mean
estimate is the test for significance of the latent mean
difference between the two groups. The effect sizes of latent
mean difference between the two groups were calculated
from: Effect size = (M2 -M1)/SD, SD = where M is latent
variable estimated mean, SD is the standard deviation, N is
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d. Latent mean analysis: Male group was set as a reference
group. The analysis showed that females had higher levels of
academic delay of gratifications than males (Females = .66, t
= 3.22, effect size = .56) (Table 3).

the sample size, V is a latent variable estimated variance,
and the subscripts denote groups [56]. Values of 0.2, 0.5,
and 0.8 were considered small, medium, and large effects,
respectively [57]. In this latent mean analysis, males were set
as the reference group. The analysis showed that females had
higher levels of academic delay of gratifications than males
(Females = .72, t = 3.40, effect size = .61).

Correlation analysis

Table 4 shows Pearson’s correlation coefficients among
academic delay of gratification, liking, importance, expectancy,
utility, negative consequences, time/effort, academic achievement,
and social desirability for Sample 1 and Sample 2. Academic
delay of gratification correlated significantly (p < .01) with all
motivational determinants in both samples. The correlation
coefficients ranged from - .40 to .51 for Sample 1 and from .41
to .48 for Sample 2. Specifically, academic delay of gratification
correlated positively with liking, importance, expectancy, and
utility and negatively with negative consequences and time/
effort for the delay versus non-delay alternatives in both
samples. Academic delay of gratification correlated positively and
significantly (p < .01) with academic achievement in Sample 1 (r
= .49) and Sample 2 (r = .46) samples. However, academic delay
of gratification did not correlate significantly (p > .05) with selfreported social desirability in Sample 1 (r = .08) or Sample 2 (r =
.06) (Table 4).

Sample 2

a. Configural invariance: Table 3 shows that the ADOGS model
fit the data reasonably well for males and females.

b. Metric invariance: Table 3 shows that the difference
between the unconstrained model and the constrained
model was marginally significant. The differences in CFI
between the two models were less than the cutoff score of
.01. As indicated earlier, the ΔCFI test was given more weight
whenever there was disagreement between the conclusions
of the Δχ2 test and the ΔCFI test [48, 49].
c. Scalar invariance: Scalar invariance was tested by
constraining the intercepts of all items of the ADOGS. Table 3
shows that the difference between the unconstrained model
and the constrained model was not significant. Also, the
change in the CFI was less than the cutoff score of .01.

Table 3: Results of measurement invariance tests for males and females within Sample 1 and Sample 2.
Sample 1

χ2

df

χ2 /df

Δχ2

Δdf

CFI

ΔCFI

RMSEA

SRMR

NNFI

Configural: Factor structure
constrained to be equal

108.22

70

1.55

-

-

0.979

-

.04 (CI: .02 - .07)

0.05

0.98

Scalar: Intercepts constrained to be
equal

134.47

88

1.54

0.973

0.006

.03 (CI: .01 - .08)

0.06

0.97

Metric: Factor loadings constrained to
be equal

122.29

Sample 2

79

1.62

13.07†
26.25†

18

-

Configural: Factor structure
constrained to be equal

110.41

70

1.57

Scalar: Intercepts constrained to be
equal

137.51

88

1.56

Metric: Factor loadings constrained to
be equal

127.21

79

1.61

16.80*

27.10†

9

0.971

0.008

-

0.974

-

.03 (CI: .01 - .07)

0.05

0.97

18

0.968

0.006

.04 (CI: .01 - .08)

0.06

0.98

9

0.967

0.007

.04 (CI: .01 - .08)

.04 (CI: .01 - .08)

0.07

0.96

0.06

0.98

Note. Male = 240 and 215 and females = 220 and 195 for Sample 1 and Sample 2 respectively. CI represents 90% confidence interval. SRMR: Standardized Root Mean Square
Residual; RMSEA: Root Mean Square Error of Approximation; CFI: Comparative Fit Index; NNFI: Nonnormed Fit Index* p < .05. †p > .05

Table 4: Correlations among academic delay of gratification, liking, importance, expectancy, utility, negative consequences, time/effort, academic
achievement, and social desirability for Sample 1 (below diagonal) and Sample 2 (above diagonal).
Variables

Academic Delay
of Gratification

Liking

Importance

Expectancy

Utility

Negative
Consequences

Time/
Effort

Academic
Achievement

Social
Desirability

Academic delay of
gratification

-

.43**

.45**

.48**

.41**

- .42**

- .44**

.46**

0.06

.44**

.36**

-

.34**

.37**

- .35**

- .30**

.41**

0.1

Liking

Importance

.47**

-

.35**

.37**

.41**

- .34**

- .29*

.40**

0.04
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Expectancy

.51**

.34**

.36**

Negative
consequences

- .40**

- .30**

Academic
achievement

.49**

.36**

Utility

Time/effort

Social desirability

.45**

- .42**
0.08

.38**

- .32**
0.1

-

.27*

- .35**

- .41**

- .32**

- .29*

-

.37**

.40**

.39**

- .33**
0.04

.31**

-

- .35**

- .32**

0.11

0.12

Note. N = 450 and 410 for Sample 1 and Sample 2 respectively. **p < .01, *p < .05

Discussion
One important finding of this study is that the ADOGS singlefactor structure fit the data from two Egyptian samples well, and
that none of the alternative models demonstrated adequate
model-data fit in either sample. This finding indicates that the
Arabic version of the ADOGS preserves the conceptual content of
Bembenutty & Karabenick’s [10] original academic delay of
gratification model. This pattern of results is consistent with
Bembenutty & Karabenick’s [10] original findings concerning the
factorial structure of the ADOGS. It also replicates the findings
from research conducted internationally in China [16], United
States [14], Iran [17], and Philippines [19]. The CFA also showed
that the hierarchical model failed to achieve adequate fit to these
data although Villarroel [15] argued that the hierarchical model
could have acceptable fit. Likewise, the correlated two factor
model [10-19], the uncorrelated two factor model [10], and the
three-factor model [19] failed to achieve adequate fit to the data
in either sample. Collectively, these findings support the
unidimensionality of the ADOGS and indicate that the singlefactor model is an acceptable measurement model for the ADOGS
as evidenced by appropriate goodness-of-fit statistics across
diverse cultures. In relation to the evidences of convergent
validity, Pearson’s correlations were performed with the ADOGS
and other measures of motivational determinants and academic
achievement in both Egyptian samples. Self-reported academic
delay of gratification correlated significantly and positively with
liking, importance, expectancy, and utility, and negatively with
negative consequences and time/effort. This finding firmly
embeds academic delay of gratification within the framework of
the expectancy–value theory [26,27] and the motivational view of
delay of gratification [30]. Within hindsight, this appears to be a
readily understood relationship: students’ willingness to delay
gratification in order to pursue long-term academic goals is
associated with their motivation-related judgments of delay vs.
non-delay alternatives as articulated by incentive value, benefits,
or rewards associated with the academic alternatives and the
tempting alternatives. Thus, an expectancy-value mechanism
seems to underlie the subjective calculation and ultimately the
decision of whether the value and feasibility of attaining a delayed
reward relative to the value of the immediately available one is
high enough to warrant choice to wait or work to attain it. This
finding is consistent with the findings of Bembenutty and his

.38**

-.30**

.37**

0.07

.27*

- .33**

0.03

- .37**

-

- .29*

- .33**

.31**

-

- .35**
0.13

0.09

.35**

- .34**
0.07

0.09
0.12
0.13
-

colleagues [10-25]. For example, Bembenutty [23] reported that
value based incentives were positively associated with how
important, useful, and interesting college students perceived the
delay alternative to be, but were inversely related to students’
consideration of negative consequences associated with possible
selection of the immediate alternatives versus delay alternatives.
Furthermore, self-reported academic delay of gratification
correlated significantly and positively with academic achievement.
This relationship can be explained within the framework of the
self-regulated learning theory because academic delay of
gratification has commonly been conceptualized as involving
successful self-regulated learning [10-58]. According to
Bembenutty [23,24], when students engage in academic delay of
gratification by deferring attractive activities in order to achieve
long-term goals, they orchestrate their academics and self-impose
constraints onto their own actions to facilitate and increase their
academic achievement. Consistent with this notion, Mischel [30]
conceptualized the ability to delay gratiﬁcation as part of the selfregulatory system necessary to guide behavior without external
controlling stimuli. He suggested that the ability to delay
gratification is a process of self-regulatory system of willpower
that orchestrates maintenance of motivation, engagement in
goals, and ultimately an increase of academic achievement. In line
with this finding, Bembenutty and his colleagues reported a
positive relationship between academic delay of gratification and
academic achievement [10-24]. Our data further demonstrated
that self-reported academic delay of gratification did not correlate
significantly with social desirability in both samples. This finding
supports the discriminant validity of the ADOGS and highlights
the notion that students’ responses to the ADOGS are not biased
by the need to respond in a culturally appropriate and acceptable
manner. The multigroup CFA revealed that the ADOGS singlefactor structure was applicable for males and females within
Sample 1 In line with these findings, King & Du [16] reported that
the ADOGS unidimensional model was invariant across gender.
However, Ganotice & King [19] found that a global one-factor
model of the ADOGS showed partial invariance across gender. The
configural invariance indicates that individuals within the
compared groups have the same basic conceptualization of
academic delay of gratification. More specifically, the satisfaction
of configural invariance implies that individuals within the
compared groups viewed the same items as salient to the
measurement of academic delay of gratification. The achievement
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of metric invariance suggests that individuals within the compared
groups might be using similar conceptual frames of reference
when responding to all items of the ADOGS. That is, items have
equal salience for individuals within the compared groups. The
attainment of scalar invariance highlights that individuals within
compared groups use the response scale in a similar way [16-58].
Overall, these findings increase our confidence in the external
validity of ADOGS. Furthermore, these findings provide additional
evidence for the ADOGS construct validity for the purpose of
examining academic delay of gratification among Egyptian
adolescents and for making cross-gender group comparisons. As
suggested in previous literature, if measurement invariance has
not been supported, valid cross-gender comparisons cannot be
made [15-60]. Our data also demonstrated that when males and
females were compared within both samples, females were higher
in academic delay of gratification than males in both samples.
This pattern of results appears to apply also to Western [9-23] as
well as Asian college samples [16-19]. This finding is noteworthy
since it suggests that males and females can show differences in
the way they manage academic situations by remain goal oriented
and committed to tasks while facing distractions that are typical
features of learning contexts. However, this finding should not be
interpreted as suggesting that males and females are inherently
different in ways that lead them to engage in academic endeavors
in a particular way. The socialization process and classroom
contexts, including academic tasks, reward structures,
instructional methods, and instructors’ behaviors, may be
associated with the patterns of the academic behavior reported
by the students in the present study. However, this finding is in
contrast with the finding of Bembenutty [25] who reported
nonsignificant gender differences in academic delay of
gratification in a sample of college students. He also found that the
interaction effect between ethnicity and gender with regard to
academic delay of gratification was not statistically significant.
Our research conclusions are constrained by three important
limitations. Firstly, we used self-report measures of motivational
determinants and social desirability to collect criterion and
discriminant information on the ADOGS. Although self-ratings of
these constructs remain the standard used by most studies, future
studies should assess behaviors associated with these constructs
either as observed by others or by direct observations by
researchers to increase confidence that the ADOGS actually
measures academic delay of gratification. Until such studies are
conducted, these constructs will remain largely defined as a
cognitive self-construal processes rather than observable traits.
Secondly, our data is of cross-sectional and as consequently
definitive conclusions about the relationship among academic
delay of gratification, motivational determinants, academic
achievement, and social desirability cannot be drawn. A different
method for understanding the developmental precursors and
consequences of academic delay of gratification would be to
examine them over time rather than at a single time point. Thirdly,
the analyses were based on data collected from high school
students only in Egypt, and therefore our results might not
generalize to younger or older populations. In summary, the
development of the Arabic version of the ADOGS is one of the
strengths of this study. The findings demonstrated that the ADOGS
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had acceptable psychometric properties as a means of measuring
academic delay of gratification. This measure functioned well and
equivalently across gender. Although future studies are needed to
replicate these results in additional settings, our findings suggest
that researchers and practitioners can be more confident in their
interpretation of ADOGS scores when used with culturally diverse
samples.
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